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Batch of Terberg tractors delivered 
to British Airways

 

7 units Terberg tractors delivered 
to Air France/KLM

 

Front- and rear view of Terberg 
tractors in operation at Heathrow 
Airport in London

Terberg Tractors  
for cargo solutions  

at airports



Demountable Ballast block

Special drawbar coupling and camera       Additional camera fitted in the rear
system to inform the driver                         bumper

Driveline of 1st class reliable components reduces failures and minimizes operating 
and maintenance costs

1. Tailor-made solutions based on customer requirements

2.  Practical and proven engineering designs and techniques, reduces the risk of 
failures and minimizes operating and maintenance costs and improves  
operator and equipment safety.

3. Reliable top quality components with availability all over the world

4.  Over 5.000 units YT-tractors are in operation all over the world in ports,  
logistics centers, industry and airport applications.

5.  Worldwide network of distributors available for assistance in combination with 
a large warehouse in Holland for a professional after market support

  

View Terberg tractor 
from the front,
 right side 

 

View Terberg tractor  
from the rear side 

Terberg YT- tractors are built with over 140 year  
experience, for applications at airports are built  
according to the following Terberg principles:
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Driveline of 1st class reliable components reduces failures and minimizes operating and  
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1. Tailor-made solutions based on customer requirements

2.  Practical and proven engineering designs and techniques, reduces the risk of failures and 
minimizes operating and maintenance costs and improves  
operator and equipment safety.

3. Reliable top quality components with availability all over the world

4.  Over 5.000 units YT-tractors are in operation all over the world in ports,  
logistics centers, industry and airport applications.

5.  Worldwide network of distributors available for assistance in combination with a large 
warehouse in Holland for a professional after market support
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Terberg YT- tractors are built with over 140 year  
experience, for applications at airports are built  
according to the following Terberg principles:


